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Are you interested in interpreting

We will meet every other month

theatre and not sure where and how to

for three hours. In between meetings,
you will be able to work on pieces of
the script and will discuss it when we
come back together as a group.

get started?

Do you want to improve your skills
and sharpen your process when
analyzing a script to perform the
interpretation?

In addition, we will work with a

If so…then this is the forum for you!

All this will take place in a safe,

Breaking Down
Broadway is designed to be a tenmonth “book club - like” exploration
into theatrical interpreting. With this
format, we will take one script and
spend the extended time breaking it
down, analyzing it for meaning and
developing the interpreted
performance.

video of the show in order to apply new
interpreting strategies to create a rich
performance interpretation.

supportive, and FUN
environment!

Providing
high quality
interpreting
services for
theatrical
events

At the completion of this workshop
participants will be able to:
.
Identify techniques to enhance
performance interpreting.
.
Develop strategies for script/text
analysis.
.
Analyze a script for intent,
content, and characterization in order
to create an effective interpretation.
.
Compare and contrast script
translations to identify most effective
for message equivalence.
.
Apply effective team interpreting
strategies in a theatrical setting.
.
Produce an interpretation of a
musical at a final performance.
MEETING DATES:
October nd*
December th
February th
April nd
June th
August th*
*First and last sessions will be :
am - : pm.
All other sessions will take place :
am - : pm.
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Location TBD and will be confirmed prior to meeting.
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Educational Objectives

COST:
$
APPLICATION:
You will need to prepare a video sample of your interpreting work. Pick any
Broadway song and send video to info@handsupproductions.com.
LIMITED TO SIX PARTICIPANTS.*
*Participants should have a minimum of three (3) years interpreting experience.
For information about the cancellation and refund policies, please contact us at
info@handsupproductions.com.
If special accommodations are required, contact us at email above.
TARGET AUDIENCE:
Interpreters who want to further enhance their interpreting
skills and knowledge in the theater setting.
CEUs:
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PENDING. Will be offered at . CEUs.

